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Syria is not experiencing a “civil war.” It is being targeted by both proxy and direct military
force organized by the United States and its allies for the explicit purpose of dividing and
destroying yet another Middle Eastern nation.

Worse than that, the United States is employing tactics to transform Syria’s heterogeneous
multi-ethnic and religious communities into segregated ghettos, and using this as a means
of dividing and conquering the nation and even the region.

The US is also widely employing the abhorrent tactics of socioeconomic, psychological, and
armed terrorism to break the Syrian people completely and absolutely.

Unlike in Libya and Iraq, however, US plans in Syria have been confounded. And because of
this, ample time has elapsed for independent journalists to travel to, record, and report what
is actually transpiring versus the intentional,  malicious, and continuous lies told by the
West’s mainstream media.

One of these journalists is Patrick Henningsen (image on the right, source: 21st Century
Wire) of 21st Century Wire, whose recent trip to Syria had him cross paths and interview
others  frequently  visiting  and  sharing  their  experiences  and  findings  from  the  besieged
nation.

The picture painted is one that cannot be ignored.

For  those who have already decided to believe the Western media based on “activist
accounts,” the accounts provided during a recent audio interview published by 21st Century
Wire is at least as equally compelling. However, for those who truly desire to discover the
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truth, critical thought and additional research will  reveal the latter to be telling a truth
consistently and intentionally obfuscated by the Western media.

Imperialism’s Fingerprints: Weaponized Ethnic-Segregation

In an interview with British journalist  Tom
Duggan (image on the left), the process of terrorists from internationally designated terror
organizations like Jabhat Al Nusra and the so-called “Islamic State” targeting communities
along  sectarian  lines  is  described.  While  the  Western  media  has  confirmed  the  sectarian
nature of the ongoing conflict, what Duggan and Henningsen’s accounts reveal is that Syria
was multi-ethnic,  with communities  enjoying integration and diversity  based first  on being
Syrian, then based on their respective religious and ethnic identities, long before the conflict
began.

Intermarriage and sociopolitical exchanges were common before the conflict, and only since
2011 has ethnic and religious tensions begun to expose fault  lines within communities
based solely on fear created and perpetuated by foreign-backed terrorist organizations like
Al Nusra and the Islamic State.

Pointed out was the fact that both US foreign policy regarding Syria and Al Nusra and the
Islamic State’s goals, both aim to see a Syria divided along sectarian lines.

While Al Nusra and the Islamic State attempt to cut Syria’s sectarian-diverse communities
up literally with bullets and blades, the US has repeatedly presented multiple maps over
several  years  of  Syria  divided  into  sectarian-based  micro-states  –  effectively  eliminating
Syria as a functioning and unified nation-state. While the US omits the “secret ingredient” to
make its fictional maps a reality, it is demonstrably clear that terrorist organizations are the
ones on the ground attempting to draw these new maps.

Libya – besieged, divided, and destroyed by US-led NATO aggression in 2011 – has suffered
a similar fate and currently exists as a cautionary example of what may become of Syria
should US plans succeed. Libya will no longer contest US special interests geopolitically or
otherwise in its current form as a failed, divided, and destroyed state.

The premeditated and systematic nature of this attempted division and destruction of Syria
matches verbatim the tactics employed for centuries by the British Empire – and before that
– the Roman Empire.

It is a fundamental tactic not of humanitarian-motivated interventionists, but of imperialists.
The crass nature of these tactics – simultaneously promoted by the West and designated
terrorist organizations – explains why the Western media has attempted to portray Syria as
ethnically  and  religiously  divided  before  the  conflict  began,  rather  than  as  a  process  of
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intentional  division  and  destruction  unfolding  as  part  of  US  foreign  policy.

Similar tactics have been employed in Iraq as well, with much greater success. And even as
far as Thailand in Southeast Asia, the groundwork is being laid for similar tactics to be
employed  to  divide  and  weaken  states  targeted  by  Washington  for  regime  change  –
highlighting the global nature of America’s neo-imperial proclivities.

Daily Terrorism Carried Out By “Rebels,” Not Against Them 

While  the  Western  media  has  flooded  headlines  for  years  regarding  the  alleged  atrocities
carried out by the Syrian government and its allies against so-called “moderate rebels,” it
has  muted  coverage  of  atrocities  committed  in  turn  by  militants  fighting  the  Syrian
government and its people. These accounts are muted, because while they are technically
“reported,” the obvious nature of these atrocities is often glossed over – sometimes even
spun or lionized – rather than presented in a the same straightforward manner accusations
against Damascus are.

During Henningsen’s interview with Duggan, the destructive and indiscriminate nature of
improvised artillery systems used by terrorists in Syria was described. The narrative is one
that equals any tale of “barrel bombs” employed by the Syrian government – perhaps even
surpassing them – because while the Western media claims the Syrian government is using
helicopters to drop ordnance into areas using direct line of sight, improvised artillery used
by terrorists called “hell cannons” do not have direct line of sight to their targets.

This means that those using hell cannons have no way of knowing who, or even what they
are hitting.  They are blindly firing canisters full  of  deadly shrapnel  –  according to Western
reports – up to a mile away.

The Daily Mail would describe the hell cannon as:

Firing  improvised  explosives  with  a  range  of  around  a  mile,  this  is  the
homemade weapon of  choice of  the Free Syrian Army known as the ‘hell
cannon’. 

The cannon has been widely used during the conflict in besieged cities such as
Aleppo and usually fires out highly modified propane gas cylinders. 

The hell cannon could only ever be used as an absolutely indiscriminate weapon. With no
way to reliably aim it, and no way to know definitively where rounds are landing, the result
is predictable mayhem brought upon government forces and innocent civilians alike. With
the vast majority of those living down range from the terrorists’ hell cannons being civilians,
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not soldiers, the likelihood of innocent people being maimed or killed by them is much
higher.

For average readers of reports like the Daily Mail’s, “Syrian rebels strike back with the HELL
CANNON:  Aleppo  fighters  build  devastating  homemade  weapon  that  shoots  propane  gas
cylinders,”  five  minutes  of  critical  thought  will  lead  them  to  this  conclusion.

Those operating among the West’s media – trained in journalism and in reporting events –
when writing articles like those appearing in the Daily Mail, are thus making the conscious
decision to intentionally, maliciously, and continuously lie regarding the methods and means
used by terrorists they repeatedly refer to as “moderate rebels.” The double standards
illustrated by the Daily Mail alone regarding “barrel bombs” versus “hell cannons” indicates
concerted and serial attempts to misinform audiences and manipulate public perception.

Similar revelations are revealed during Henningsen’s interview with Duggan regarding the
terrorists’ use of hospitals, schools, and mosques as military centers – knowing full well that
any attempt by Damascus and its allies to target them would be politically exploited by their
Western  sponsors  both  from behind  the  podiums  of  public  offices  and  within  press  rooms
across the West.

Perhaps most ironic of all – is that US operations in Syria allegedly targeting terrorists, when
hospitals, schools, and mosques are hit – produce admissions from across the Western
media that – indeed – terrorists are using such facilities as military bases – admissions the
Western media refused to make during the Syrian government’s operations to retake cities
like Homs, Hama, and Aleppo.

Keeping an Open Mind

For those attempting to make sense of Syria’s ongoing conflict, or any other conflict being
reported on by the Western media – the deep and concerted conspiracy that surrounded the
US invasion of Iraq in 2003 alone should provide pause for thought before unquestioningly
believing  narratives  produced  from  these  same  collection  of  Western  media  sources
regarding other conflicts.

There  are  alternative  organizations  and media  platforms operating  in  Syria,  producing
videos, audio interviews, and pages of information on a daily basis giving alternative insight
into the conflict that people around the world can watch, listen to, and read. While no one is
bound to believe Western or alternative narratives – for those genuinely pursing the truth –
both need to  be considered,  researched,  and vetted factually,  rationally,  and within  a
historical and logical context.

Narratives of a “humanitarian” motivated West seeking to end conflict and bring a brighter
future to Syria simply does not add up in any context.

The special interests promoting regime change in Syria have a decades-long track record of
deceiving the public, dividing and destroying nations, and leaving a path of destruction
cutting across entire regions of the planet. While Western audiences are tempted to believe
Western narratives regarding Syria in pursuit of US-backed regime change, nations like
Libya,  Iraq,  Afghanistan,  and  Ukraine  smolder  in  the  ruination  of  Western  military
intervention. By adding up the big picture, it is clear that alternative media sources are
providing  invaluable  insight  into  global  conflict  the  Western  media  has  systematically  and
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intentionally covered up for years.

Shifting  in  the  minds  of  the  global  public  the  perceived reputation  of  Western  media
organizations  versus  their  demonstrated  serial  deceptions  is  the  first  step  toward  truly
ending conflicts like that raging in Syria, and truly bringing peace and a better future to the
people trapped within these conflicts.

Tony Cartalucci, Bangkok-based geopolitical researcher and writer, especially for the online
magazine “New Eastern Outlook”.
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